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Abstract
The overall aim of this paper is to introduce Personal Mobile Grids (PM-Grids) as a novel paradigm in grid computing
that eases scaling grid infrastructures to mobile devices and extending grid users to individuals outside research and
enterprise domains. In this paper, architectural designs and simulation models for PM-Grids are presented as well as a
honeybee inspired resource scheduling heuristic incorporating a radical approach to grid schedulers. A detailed design
and implementation of HoPe with a decentralised self-management and adaptive policy are presented. PM-Grid designs
and HoPe implementation were evaluated thoroughly through a strictly controlled empirical evaluation framework with
a well-established heuristic in high throughput computing, the opportunistic scheduling heuristic (OSH), as a benchmark
algorithm. Experimental results demonstrated the superiority of HoPe performance in terms of stability, throughput and
turnaround time, under different running conditions of number of jobs and grid scales.
Keywords: Distributed networks, Mobile Computing Architectures, Mobile environments, Ubiquitous computing

1. Introduction
Nowadays, the mobile devices market has become one of the
largest markets in the world. It is rapidly evolving with
progressive reduction in cost, weight and size and continuous
improvement in performance. This has enabled many people to
move around with a basic set of electronic gadgets such as
mobile phones and laptops. These devices, which belong to the
same user and are usually within ten metres of her/him, can be
connected together with the user at its inner core forming a
Personal Area Network (PAN) [1],[2]. Besides this basic set of
electronic devices within the PAN, one might have other
devices in different locations, for instance in the home, office
and car. These devices, which belong to the same user, can be
connected together regardless of their geographical locations to
form a Personal Network (PN) [3][4]. Thus, one can gain
access to his/her electronic devices, any time anywhere.
Nonetheless, PANs and PNs are most commonly used for
applications involving data and peripheral sharing. This is due
to the resources allowed for sharing in PNs, PANs and all
today’s conventional networks being limited to data,
peripherals and secondary storage. The most important
resources, namely, processors cycles and runtime memories,
are still not available for sharing across these networks.
Hence, an important question arises here: Why not further
enable these networks to seamlessly share all resources and
functionalities in the form of services available across

computational grids [5]. As PNs can already share data,
peripherals and secondary storage among their devices, the
next logical step is to superimpose grid functionality over them
to allow the sharing of processors cycles and memories. Thus,
the net result is a huge virtual computer, which can be accessed
at anytime from anywhere. That is to say, a Personal Mobile
Grid (PM-Grid).
The core of any grid systems is an efficient scheduler that
offers better management and utilization of virtualized
underlying infrastructure resources [6]. Therefore, this paper
aims at designing, implementing and evaluating a PM-Grid
with a honeybee inspired resource scheduler (HoPe). The
proposed scheduler is based on a non-clairvoyant scheduling
policy, hence being able to deal with realistic demands, where
incoming requests for computing resources are unpredictable in
terms of timing and nature and running environments are
dynamically changing.
This is considered as a great
improvement over current grid schedulers as they are of
clairvoyant policies assuming availability or predictability of
information about incoming jobs and running environments.
Clairvoyant policies drastically limit schedulers flexibility in
managing cloud infrastructure and considerably increase their
running time overheads in order to collect information about
jobs and underlying infrastructures or make reasonable
prediction about them.
PM-Grid designs and HoPe implementation were evaluated
thoroughly through a strictly controlled empirical evaluation
framework with a well-established heuristic in high throughput
computing, the opportunistic scheduling heuristic (OSH), as a
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benchmark algorithm. Comparisons with optimal values and
worst bounds were conducted to gain a clear insight into HoPe
behaviour, in terms of stability, throughput, turnaround time
and speedup, under different running conditions of number of
jobs and grid scales. Experimental results indicate the
efficiency of PM-Grid designs and demonstrate the ability of
HoPe to considerably reduce the effect of variations in grid
scale and job inter arrival times, illustrating better scalability
and sustainability, when compared to the OSH.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: section 2
describes the design of PM-Grids at abstract and detailed
levels. Section 3 introduces the HoPe resource scheduler as the
core element for PM-Grids. In section 4, the evaluation
methodology and the experimental process are detailed while
results and discussion are presented in section 5. Section 6
compares PM-Grids with related projects and finally, the paper
is concluded in section 7.

2. PM-Grid Architecture
A PM-Grid is a grid environment, which can be owned and
utilised by an individual user. It is constructed over her/his
devices and might be extended to other devices which s/he
trusts. PM-Grids aim to enable the mobility of both, users
requesting access to grid resources and resources that are part
of a grid. This opens the doors to have the grid processing
power in more geographical locations such as emergency
communications in firefighting and natural disasters, as well as
many of the newly emerged mobile applications in e-learning,
e-healthcare among others.
2.1 Abstract Layered Architecture

Fig. 1. PM-Grid layered Architecture based on the PNs three level
architecture with the additional PM-Grid Level.

The PM-Grid architecture is based on the three levels PN
architecture proposed by the MAGNET project [4]. An
additional level is introduced between the network and service
levels, namely the PM-Grid level, as shown in figure1. Hence,
The PM-Grid architecture is composed of four abstract levels:
the connectivity level, network level, PM-Grid level and the

service level. These levels act as a middleware offering an
abstraction over physical devices.
The added PM-Grid level serves as a virtualisation layer to
hide the complexity of harnessing the heterogeneous
underlying computational resources from the end user. In this
level, resources available from the network level are grouped
into two main categories: personal resources residing inside the
PM-Grid, and foreign resources residing outside the grid.
Personal resources are grouped into larger virtual resources
based on the type of functionality they provide such as CPU
cycles, storage, address book and printing. The aim is to allow
personal users to submit service requests, for example, a
request for CPU cycles and memory to execute a
computational job, from any device available within their
trusted PNs without being concerned about where/when/how
these requests are executed. To achieve this goal, the grid level
should provide an efficient resource scheduler. The scheduler
is responsible for automatically decomposing, allocating and
executing jobs, then finally composing final results, making
them ready for the end user. The scheduler should be
lightweight, self-managed and adaptive to cope with the
dynamic nature of the PM-Grid environment. A detailed design
of such a resource scheduler is presented in section 3.
2.2 Detailed Architecture
A PM-Grid consists of groups of devices, which are usually
owned and utilised by the same person. All these devices are
connected via a well-secured network PN. Issues related to
connectivity are tackled in the PN connectivity level. Issues
related to security and clustering are all handled at the PN
network level, while issues related to presentation and quality
of services are dealt with at the PN service level.
Thus, basically, the key missing functional component after
superimposing grid functionality on top of a PN is a resource
management system for the newly added grid resources
represented by CPU cycles and runtime memories. These
resources require special handling to jointly execute
computational jobs in PM-Grids. The main functions of this
resource management system is to decompose parallel jobs, if
possible, into smaller tasks that can be accommodated by
mobile devices, then mapping these tasks to proper resources
and, after execution, composing final results sending them back
to clients. Therefore, as shown in Figure 2, from an
architectural point of view, a PM-Grid consists of three
functional elements: clients, workers and spaces.
Clients: devices with the least built-in resources, e.g. mobile
phones. They are used mainly for sending jobs or/and receiving
results.
Spaces: devices with high storage capabilities, e.g. media
players. They serve as a simple associative memory where
entities communicate with each other. Spaces are further
divided into:
•
Work-spaces to hold submitted jobs.
•
A result-space that contains intermediate and final
results.
Workers: devices with high processing capabilities, e.g. laptops
and desktops. Workers are subdivided into:
•
Executors to run the computational logic encapsulated in
a job.
•
Composers to collect all initial results related to a certain
job and compose them into a final result.
The special organisation for distributing the system
functionality among multiple agents (workers) with a single
target pool (result-space) and multiple job sources (work-
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spaces) are inspired by the way honeybees are organised in a
colony, as explained in section 3.

The scheduling problem in a PM-Grid can be defined as
efficient non-clairvoyant scheduling in a highly dynamic
environment of limited resources. The non-clairvoyant
scheduling problem is considered as NP-hard as it contains two
classical NP-hard problems as special cases:
•
The first case, when all tasks are sequential, the problem
reduces to the multiprocessor scheduling problem, which
is NP-hard [11].
•
The second case, when all tasks have the same execution
time, the scheduling problem becomes the bin-packing
problem, which is NP-hard also [12].
Therefore, one practical way to solve this problem is to design
a heuristic that tries to find a “good” solution for this
extraordinarily difficult scheduling problem [13].
3.2 Scheduling Problem in Honeybee Colony

Fig. 2. PM-Grid Detailed View consists of three functional
elements: clients, workers and spaces.

3. Resource Scheduler Design
3.1 Scheduling Problem in PM-Grids
A PM-Grid is a unified collection of resources connected via a
PN. It has the potential to deliver grid level services to a
personal end user. Whenever a need occurs, a PM-Grid user
uses his/her client device to send a computational job for
execution on his/her PM-Grid. The job is received at the
nearest work-space. Hence, a variable unpredictable stream of
incoming jobs arrives at each work-space from client devices.
Executer devices need to be efficiently allocated to incoming
job streams producing results that are sent to the result-space
where an unpredictable stream of generated results arrives. All
results that belong to one job are accumulated in a separate
output file. When an output file containing all job results is
ready, it is allocated to a composer device for final preparation
before being dispatched to the sender or a requested address.
As in the case of all grid systems, the core of a PM-Grid is a
scheduler, which strives to efficiently assign tasks to available
grid resources. Grid resource scheduling is a complex problem
in general [7]. Centralised plan-ahead schedulers are usually
deployed for this purpose [8]. In these schedulers, a single
authority is in charge of all decisions regarding who should run
what and when. Two assumptions are common in such
schedulers: First, clear and sufficient information about
incoming jobs is known in advance, which is simply not
realistic. Second, a globally detailed and frequently updated
view of the system resources state is available [9], which is
prohibitively expensive, severely restricts the scalability of the
system and exposes it to high security risks.
Assuming the availability of clear information about the
incoming jobs before making the scheduling decision, is what
is referred to as clairvoyant scheduling, with which virtually all
grid resources are concerned. Although this clairvoyant
assumption considerably simplifies the scheduling problem, it
is not valid for most real world problems [10]. In contrast, the
non-clairvoyant scheduling approach assumes that such
information is unavailable in advance, making it more practical
for many computer engineering problems, especially grid
computing where it is usually difficult and costly to make
reasonable predictions.

A honeybee colony has a limited number of bees, which it
needs to allocate wisely to the surrounding flower patches from
which they collect nectar and bring it to the hive for further
processing in order to generate comb honey. This process is
what has been referred to as the Nectar Acquisition Process
(NAP).
During NAP, a honeybee colony divides labour, based on
temporary specialisation, between two groups: forager bees,
who work in the field collecting nectar from food sources
turning it into raw honey, and receiver bees, who work in the
hive processing raw honey to produce comb honey (honeyfilled wax comb as stored directly by the bees). This
organisation boosts the efficiency of the NAP, but requires
dynamic coordination of the two labour groups to keep the
rates of nectar collection and honey processing in balance.
This coordination problem is significant because the colony
experiences large and unpredictable variations in the nectar
availability. The colony adjusts its nectar collection and honey
processing rates with respect to external nectar supply mainly
by dynamically adjusting the number of forager and receiver
bees through “waggle” and “tremble” dances.
When food sources are laden with nectar, the colony increases
the number of forager bees, raising the nectar collection rate.
This is done through the waggle dance, which stimulates some
receiver bees to change their roles to foragers and help in
nectar foraging. On the other hand, when the processing rate is
lowered, having a number of receiver bees changed their role
to forager bees, the colony speeds up the honey processing rate
through tremble dance. The tremble dance stimulates some
forager bees to work as receiver bees [14].
So basically, the honeybee colony faces an extraordinarily
difficult scheduling problem in nature, due to weather
unpredictability and food variability, while allocating
honeybees to nectar sources during the NAP. The colony
efficiently solves this problem through simple non-intelligent
agents, (honeybees) running a decentralised cooperative and
adaptive self-scheduling policy. The aim is to maximise the
nectar intake while maintaining the hive at a stable state where
nectar collecting and honey processing rates are balanced. This
observation is the foundation of the broad hypothesis behind
The Honeybee Inspired Resources scheduler for Personal
Mobile Grids (HoPe): Efficient non-clairvoyant scheduling in a
highly dynamic environment of limited resources may be
achieved with a heuristic approach based on simple agents. The
agents allocate themselves to multiple work sources in a
decentralised, cooperative and adaptive self-scheduling scheme
striving to maximise work intake while maintaining the system
in a stable state, in an attempt to imitate the behaviour of
honeybees during the NAP. The mapping between the main
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honeybee colony and HoPe elements is presented in Table 1
and HoPe algorithm is detailed in [15][16].
TABLE 1. The Honeybee Analogy
Honeybee colony
Food sources
Hive
Forager bees
Receiver bees
Nectar
Honey

HoPe
Work-spaces
Result-space
Executer devices
Composer devices
Job
Result

4. Evaluation
4.1 Evaluation Objectives
The thesis is that a PM-Grid can allow personal users to
seamlessly combine their own personal devices, either mobile
or stationary, to accomplish relatively large computational
jobs. To test this thesis, an adaptive self-scheduling heuristic,
HoPe, has been developed with an end aim of evaluating PMGrids as a proof-of-concept. The aim has been fulfilled through
the following objectives:
•
Test HoPe performance by exploring how it is affected
by variations in PM-Grid environment specifications,
namely:
The job inter arrival time: The system should sustain
various loads as personal users’ requirements vary
significantly.
The number of nodes: the system should be
sufficiently scalable to accommodate different
infrastructure scales, as PM-Grids can be utilised by
individuals as well as small size organisations.
•
Evaluate HoPe efficiency by comparing it to a wellestablished heuristic in the same area, as well as an
optimum value or worst bound, when possible, for each
performance metric.
•
Build performance models for both heuristics to obtain a
clearer insight into HoPe behaviour.

and OSH.
6. Building a flexible PM-Grid simulator that offers an easily
controlled environment and robust experimental design.
7. Comparing the performance of both HoPe and OSH to
optimum values or worst bounds, then reporting and
analysing the main findings.
8. Improving the accuracy of the simulation-base study
through:
•
Running 10 simulations and accepting the mean
outcome.
•
Ignoring simulation results generated in the first 60
seconds.
•
Measuring the uncertainty in data using the measure of
standard deviation (SD) and displaying the values as
error bars in all charts.
•
Calculating the absolute error and relative error to
examine the quality of obtained results.
4.3 Resource Model
A simulation model of the PM-Grid platform was developed
using OpnetTM [18] modeller. Three representative
infrastructure scales of PM-Grids in potential application areas
were considered:
•
Small (4 workers/cluster).
•
Medium (8 workers/cluster).
•
Large (16 workers/cluster).
The model was simulated as a logical network, that consisted
of N=5 clusters, as shown in Figure 3. All clients were placed
in one cluster (cluster 0) which represented the PAN with the
user at its inner core submitting jobs to his/her PM-Grid via
devices in this cluster. For simplicity, the result-space was
placed alone in a separate cluster (cluster 4). All other clusters
consisted of one work-space and w workers.
cluster 0

cluster 1

cluster 3

4.2 Experimental Design
There are two main limitations in the simulation methodology
of current scheduling research. First, there are no simulation
standards and, second, traditional computing platform
standards are no longer valid for modern platforms [17]. To
overcome this problem, strictly controlled experiments in a
logical network model of PM-Grids have been designed which
involved the following steps:
1. Identifying the critical elements inherent in the design of
grid scheduling systems and deciding on the set to be
considered in this experiment: job inter arrival time,
number of nodes, job size and processor capacity.
2. Varying the experimental variables, job inter arrival time
and number of nodes, to simulate a representative sample
of grid environments.
3. Controlling extraneous variables, job size and processor
computational capacity, by randomisation to ensure a
representative sample in all experiments.
4. Identifying a benchmark algorithm. The opportunistic
scheduling heuristic (OSH) has been selected for this
purpose.
5. Identifying suitable performance measures, stability, net
throughput, mean and Turnaround (TT), to compare HoPe

cluster 2

cluster 4
space

client

workerr

Fig. 3. Simulated Model for a small size PM-Grid environment
with 4 workers/cluster.

From the total number of workers, 75% were initially assigned
an executer role, and the remaining 25% were assigned a
composer role. This selection was aimed to conform to the
natural distribution of roles in a honeybee colony where [14]
stated that nearly 75% of honeybees are food foragers. This
model can scale easily and allows the testing of HoPe
performance in isolation of possible effects caused by physical
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hardware, network topology and implementation technologies.
This isolation is important to gain a clear insight into HoPe
performance. Experimenting with realistic networks is left for
future work to see how physical hardware and network
parameters of a PM-Grid may affect HoPe performance.

TABLE 2. Experimental Job Sizes
Job
Job size (j) in Mflop
Ja
2×102 < j ≤ 3×102
Jb
1×102 < j ≤ 2×102
Jc
j ≤ 1×102

4.4 Job model

4.5 Performance Metrics

The job model assumed by HoPe is divisible workload (DL)
applications where each job can be divided into an arbitrary
number of independent tasks of low granularity. It is assumed
that the input to each task is a single file, which is sent with the
task. Each task produces exactly one output file, as shown in
Figure 4. This model can be found in many everyday
application areas related to personal users such as image
processing, database searching and cryptography.
Without loss of generality, this paper has considered a
cryptography application, based on the Trial Division
Algorithm, in particular as it has potential applications in
personal environments where security and privacy are critical
issues. All worker devices are assumed to have a word-size of,
at least, sixteen-bits. The last prime that fits into a sixteen-bit
unsigned integer should be less than 216-1=65,535, which is
65,521. That suffices to factorise numbers up to 65,5212 =
4,293,001,441.

Three performance metrics were considered:
Stability: where the system strives to maximise the job
collection rate subject to minimising the difference between job
collection and result generation rates. The stability is calculated
as the absolute value of the difference between the job
collection rate F(Nc) and the result generation rate F(Np) as
follows:
Stability = (1-| F(Np) - F(Nc) | )×100
Mean turnaround time (TT): represents the elapsed time
from when a client submits a job until the client receives the
corresponding results, and is calculated as:
TT = result received time – job submission time
Net throughput: represents the amount of work completed by
the system over a period of time. It is measured as the number
of jobs completed from time zero to time t.

5. Results and Discussion
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Sub-results

Each scenario, simulating five hours (18000 sec.) of real time,
ran several times and means were calculated after discarding
data from the initial 60 sec. Mathematical and graphical
performance models that illustrate HoPe and OSH behaviours,
under different running conditions, were generated using
multiple regressions and full quadratic equations. The models
show the general behaviour of both heuristics when inter
arrival time falls in the range from 4 to 180 sec. and the grid
scale is in the range from 4 to 16 workers/cluster. Results were
analysed using the ANOVA test and statistical significance of
the full quadratic models predicted was evaluated using
Fisher’s statistical test (F) and F-significant (F-signif.).
5.1 Stability

Result

R

  

Fig. 4. Job model assumed by HoPe is divisible workload (DL)
applications where each job can be divided into an
arbitrary number of independent tasks of low granularity.

The workload model is simulated as streams of DL jobs
arriving at each work-space according to a Poisson process.
Multiple values for both job size and inter arrival time are
considered to ensure a representative sample in all
experiments, as necessitated by [19]. The job size is considered
as an intrinsic variable and controlled by randomisation.
Heterogeneity in job size is modelled assuming three sizes of
jobs (Ja, Jb, Jc). During running time, a uniform random
number Rjob from 1 to 3 is generated indicating the job size, as
shown in Table 2.
Job inter arrival time is considered as an experimental variable;
nine different values for inter arrival time were selected in the
range between two extreme cases of the expected usage of PMGrids: (4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 32, 40, 80, 120 and 180) seconds.

Figure 5 and Figure 6 illustrate HoPe and OSH stability
respectively, in terms of the difference in rate between job
collection and result generation cycles calculated using the
mean time. The model in Figure 5 shows that HoPe tends to
maintain optimum stability (100%-98%) in a considerable wide
area of the entire problem space. As expected, when there are
enough workers, no matter how often jobs arrive. HoPe can
maintain the difference between job collection and result
generation at a minimum level. The situation changes gradually
as the grid scale shrinks when stability becomes more sensitive
to the inter arrival time. The insignificance P-value of all
coefficients, in Table 3, emphasises that HoPe has successfully
marginalised the effects of variations in the grid scale and the
job inter arrival time when stability is considered.
The model in Figure 6 shows that the OSH tends to maintain
optimum stability in a relatively small area of the entire
problem space. It is also clear from the model, and also from
the significance P-value of (b1 and b3) coefficients in Table 4,
that the OSH is more sensitive to variations in the inter arrival
time under all grid scales in the displayed range.
Mathematical equations and statistical data of the HoPe
stability model and the OSH stability model are presented in
Table 3 and Table 4 respectively.
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Fig. 5. HoPe stability model illustrating optimum stability (100%98%) in a considerable wide area of the entire problem
space.
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TABLE 3. Statistical Data of HoPe Stability Model
HoPe_stability = b0 + b1× inter arrival_time+ b2 × grid_scale +
b3 inter arrival_time × inter arrival_time + b4× inter arrival_time
× grid_scale + b5× grid_scale × grid_scale
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4
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Fig. 7. HoPe throughput model illustrating high net throughput.
An important observation is clear also, where the net
throughput of HoPe looks marginally affected by the grid
scale.

F-signif = 0.376
86.16

93.43

b1

0.03430

0.155

-0.00885

0.07744

b2

1.085

0.268

0.262

1.909

b3

-0.000022

0.339

-0.000236

0.000194

b4

-0.001900

0.378

-0.00392

0.00016

b5

-0.02900

0.385

-0.06805

0.01009

TABLE 4. Statistical Data of OSH Stability Model
OSH_stability = b0 + b1× inter arrival_time+ b2 × grid_scale +
b3 inter arrival_time × inter arrival_time + b4× inter arrival_time
× grid_scale + b5× grid_scale × grid_scale

interarrival time
(sec.)

F = 3.159 F-signif = 0.02789
Coefficients

P-value

-95%

95%

b0

90.80

7.94E-22

86.09

95.51

b1

0.09511

0.00385

0.03921

0.151

b2

0.03720

0.960

-1.025

1.100

b3

-0.000239

0.01638

-0.000517

3.86058E-05

b4

-0.000977
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-0.00362

0.00167

b5
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-0.04264

0.05864
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Fig. 6. OSH stability model illustrating optimum stability in a
relatively small area of the problem space.
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Figure 7 and Figure 8 summarise the behaviour of HoPe and
the OSH respectively in terms of the net throughput. As
expected, the net throughput under both heuristics tends to
increase as the load inside the system becomes heavier as the
inter arrival time gets smaller in value.
Comparing the two figures demonstrates the superiority of
HoPe performance when net throughput is considered. An
important observation is clear also where the net throughput of
HoPe looks marginally affected by the grid scale.
Consequently, the HoPe net throughput is mainly a function of
the inter arrival time, which clearly demonstrates the efficiency
of the dynamic role-altering technique adopted by HoPe, where
the system virtualises the actual number of workers to cope
with the current context requirements. In contrast, the OSH net
throughput is significantly affected by the grid scale,
particularly for low values of the inter arrival time.
Mathematical equations and statistical data of the HoPe net
throughput model and the OSH net throughput model are
presented in Table 5 and Table 6 respectively.

throughput
(thousand job/5h.)

100

(worker/cluster)

Fig. 8. OSH throughput model illustrating OSH net throughput is
lower than HoPe and significantly affected by the grid
scale, particularly for low values of the inter arrival time.
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TABLE 5. Statistical Data of HoPe Throughput Model
HoPe_throughput = b0 + b1× inter arrival_time+ b2 ×
grid_scale + b3 inter arrival_time × inter arrival_time + b4×
inter arrival_time × grid_scale + b5× grid_scale × grid_scale
F-signif = 0.000409

16

P-value

-95%

95%

b0

16666.6

0.03262

7880.13

25453.2

b1

216.63

0.822

-1766.0

2199.3

b2

-214.58

0.000334

-318.88

-110.28

4

b3

-8.016

0.862

-102.51

86.47

0

b4

-0.437

0.855

-5.370

4.495

b5

0.685

0.00120

0.167

1.204

TABLE 6. Statistical Data of OSH Throughput Model
OSH_throughput = b0 + b1× inter arrival_time+ b2 × grid_scale
+ b3 inter arrival_time × inter arrival_time + b4× inter
arrival_time × grid_scale + b5× grid_scale × grid_scale

12
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120

160

15

9
12

grid scale

(w orker/cluster)

20.0-24.0
16.0-20.0
12.0-16.0
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4
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8

7

Coefficients

24.0-28.0

20
TT (sec.)

F = 7.332

28
24

interarriv al time
(sec.)

Fig. 10. OSH TT model illustrating low TT value is gradually
getting smaller as the grid becomes larger while the inter
arrival time has notably less effect in large grid scales.

F = 10.44 F-signif = 3.87375E-05
Coefficients
b0

4540.0

P-value

-95%

95%

0.183

-639.418

9719.334
783.954

b1

615.25

0.288

-553.455

b2

-116.90

0.00101

-178.383

-55.416

b3

2.33

0.569

-53.368

58.02841

b4

-4.000

0.09841

-6.90689

-1.0913

b5

0.565

0.00109

0.259235

0.870749

5.3 Turnaround Time (TT)
Figure 9 and Figure 10 summarise the behaviour of HoPe and
the OSH respectively in terms of TT. The dominance of HoPe
performance is clear by comparing the scales in the TT axis in
the two figures. Figure 9 shows that the TT value under HoPe
is gradually getting smaller as the grid becomes larger while
the inter arrival time has a notably less effect in large grid
scales. The case is different when it comes to the OSH, as
illustrated in Figure 10 where the inter arrival time has an
increased effect on the value of the TT.

TABLE 7. Statistical Data of HoPe TT Model
HoPe_ TT = b0 + b1× inter arrival_time+ b2 × grid_scale + b3
inter arrival_time × inter arrival_time + b4× inter arrival_time ×
grid_scale + b5× grid_scale × grid_scale
F = 22.15
Coefficients

-95%

95%

17.8

3.86E-10

15.26

20.34

b1

-1.5

0.000172

-2.074

-0.926

b2

-0.04678

0.00408

-0.07696

-0.01660

b3

0.03958

0.00666

0.01224

0.06692

b4

0.0011

0.03270

-0.000328

0.00253

b5

0.00011

0.109

-3.94256E-05

0.000261

b0

TABLE 8. Statistical Data of OSH TT Model
OSH_ TT = b0 + b1× inter arrival_time+ b2 × grid_scale + b3
inter arrival_time × inter arrival_time + b4× inter arrival_time ×
grid_scale + b5× grid_scale × grid_scale

28

F = 32.67

24
16
12
8

TT (sec.)

20

4

12.0-16.0
8.0-12.0
4.0-8.0
0.0-4.0

40

80

120

160

15

12

9

7
grid scale
(w orker/cluster)

F-signif = 3.19009E-09

Coefficients

P-value

-95%

95%

b0

37.80

3.34E-10

31.77

43.83

b1

-3.000

0.000280

-4.361

-1.639

b2

-0.185

2.57E-05

-0.256

-0.113

b3

0.07492

0.02565

0.01005

0.140

b4

0.00820

5.48E-05

0.00482

0.01159

b5

0.000230

0.08247

-0.00012

0.000588

4

4

0

F-signif = 1.01124E-07

P-value

interarriv al time
(sec.)

Fig. 9. HoPe TT model illustrating low TT value which is
gradually getting smaller as the grid becomes larger while
the inter arrival time has a notably less effect in large grid
scales.

As expected, under both heuristics the TT approaches its
minimal values as both the grid scale and the inter arrival time
approach their maximum values, while the TT approaches its
maximum as both approach their minimum. Mathematical
equations and statistical data of the HoPe mean TT model and
the OSH mean TT model are presented in Table 7 and Table 8
respectively.

6 Related Work
A detailed survey on emerging grid systems is presented in
[20]. The survey sheds the light on new paradigms in the area
such as Personal Grids and Mobile Grids. In this section, we
indicate how these systems are related to PM-Grids.
Connecting distrusted devices owned by an individual, or a
group of individuals, and allowing them to share network
resources is not the core of PM-Grids; PNs [4], PN Federation
(PN-F) [16], Personal Grid (PG) [21][22] and Personal
distributed Environment (PDE) [23][24] have been already
proposed for this purpose. Allowing mobile access to grid
systems is also not the core of PM-Grids; several projects, such
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as [33] [25], have already addressed this issue. The novelty of
PM-Grids are in superimposing computational grid
functionalities on top of networked resource limited devices,
whether they are mobile or stationary, and making the grid
functionality available at personal users’ hands. This section
places PM-Grids amongst the above-mentioned projects and
highlights the main similarities and differences. It is important
to note that this paper focuses on the PM-Gird paradigm more
than the resource scheduler HoPe [14][16] and this is why only
related grid systems are reviewed in this section. Detailed
survey of well-established grid schedulers, such as Condor
[26], Legion [27] and Nimrod-G [28], and other bio-inspired
scheduling algorithms, such as ant [29] and bee [30] is
presented in [31].
6.1 PN and PN Federation
A PN offers a secure environment for a personal user to share
network resources among his/her own devices. In MAGNET
Beyond [4] and PNP2008 [32] the concept of PNs is extended
into PN Federation (PN-F or Fednets), a secure cooperation
between PNs of different users for a specific common purpose
[20]. However, both PN and PN-F are concerned with sharing
network resources such as data and peripherals rather than
computing resources such as CPU cycles and runtime
memories. Additionally, PN-Fs are formed only on demand for
temporal situations; once the task is completed the network
dissolves. On the other hand, PM-Grids are mainly concerned
with sharing computing resources, and are set on a long-term
basis for long-term goals.
6.2 Mobile Grids
The Akogrimo (Access to knowledge through the grid in
mobile world) project [25] is the first IST project that explicitly
targets Mobile Grids. While both Akogrimo and PM-Grid are
concerned with integrating mobile devices in grid
environments, Akogrimo is designed specifically for people in
an enterprise domain, rather than for individual users in PMGrids. The architecture of Akogrimo is based on an Enterprise
Network, which is built out of a consortium of enterprises in
contrast to a PN underlying a PM-Grid, which belongs to a
single user. Additionally, mobile devices serve only as entry
points to the grid in Akogrimo while they can participate
actively in PM-Grids.
6.3 Personal Grids
A framework for a Personal Grid constructed over personal
desktop computers is proposed in [22]. The framework consists
of a two level hierarchal scheduling scheme where a supernode distributes jobs among clusters. Then, a master node in
each cluster distributes the load among workers in FIFO style.
The PM-Grid is different in that it extends the grid platform to
mobile devices. Additionally, it has a distributed adaptive selfcontrol scheduling scheme with no central entity, at the grid or
cluster level, such as a super- or a central-node, making the
scheduling decision.
The VEGA Grid project [21] has also proposed a framework
for a Personal Grid (PG) to allow the integration of desktop
computers into a “Global Grid System”. In this platform,
mobile devices are also used only as entry points to the grid.
The PG aims primarily to establish a P2P platform for file
sharing rather than processor sharing.

6.4 Personal Distributed Environment
In [23, 24] a Personal Distributed Environment (PDE) is
proposed to allow a personal user to access his/her personal
devices over heterogeneous networks to gain access to file
sharing services such a global address book and the delivery of
rich multimedia content. Again, the main concern here is data
communication rather than computations.

7 Conclusion
The overall aim of the paper has been to introduce PM-Grids as
a novel paradigm in grid computing for endowing individuals
with resource-rich infrastructures that can serve as virtual
general-purpose and mobile supercomputers. PM-Grids have
the potential to bridge the gap between personal users and
mobile devices on the one side, and current grid systems on the
other.
The paper has also aimed to address the non-clairvoyant
scheduling problem in grid computing, where job information
is not available to the system before the end of the execution.
HoPe, which is a novel honeybee- inspired resource scheduling
heuristic with a decentralised self-management and adaptive
scheduling policy, has been proposed to achieve this aim.
The paper aims have been fulfilled resulting in the following
main contributions:
First, architectural designs and models for PM-Grids have been
developed based on the PNs architecture and as a natural
extension to them; an abstract layered view, a detailed inside
view and simulated models have been presented and evaluated
at different scales in terms of the numbers of jobs and devices
per cluster.
Second, a detailed design, implementation and evaluation of
HoPe have been initiated. To the best of our knowledge, HoPe
is the first algorithm to shed light on the non-clairvoyant
scheduling problem in grid computing. It is the first honeybeeinspired algorithm attempting to solve the resource scheduling
problem relying totally on local and computationally simple
parameters.
Third, a controlled empirical evaluation framework to prove
the concept of PM-Grids and to evaluate the performance of
HoPe has been developed. A flexible simulator has been built
for this purpose allowing the control of experimental
parameters, randomising extraneous variables as well as
measuring and analysing various performance metrics.
Fourth, performance models of HoPe and OSH have been
predicted in forms of mathematical equations and 3D graphical
representations. These models are important to gain a clearer
insight into the behaviour of each heuristic in regard to
stability, net throughput, turnaround time and speedup under
various running conditions of job inter arrival times and grid
scales.
It can be concluded, based on the experimental results and
predicted performance models, that using HoPe for resource
scheduling in PM-Grids considerably reduced the effect of
variations in grid scale and job inter arrival times, illustrating
better scalability and sustainability, when compared to the
OSH. However, these accomplishments need to be followed
with thorough development efforts to transform the PM-Grid
models into reality and apply HoPe in other contexts beyond
PM-Grids. The work in this thesis opens up research on various
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interesting issues and directions.
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